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This paper presents a cognitively oriented analysis of metaphorical and
descriptive language, showing how an understanding of cognitive linguistics
can be employed by scholars working on drone texts to enhance and support
their analyses. Cognitive linguistics provides a powerful framework for under-
standing the conceptual structure of language, and the choices made by
authors in the ways they choose to construe their experiences. Conceptual
Blending Theory and Cognitive Grammar’s notion of construal are introduced
as linguistic frameworks through which the ideological structures of drone
discourses can be interrogated. Overall, it argues that approaches from cog-
nitive linguistics offers valuable resources for understanding how common
patterns in discourse (re)produce and resist ideological stances on drone
warfare, and it provides example analyses from a range of sources to demon-
strate how these particular frameworks can contribute to the analysis of
language and ideology.
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1. Introduction

In the acknowledgements of his book Hunter Killer: Inside the Lethal World of
Drone Warfare, retired drone pilot Lt. Col. T. Mark McCurley reflects that he
was encouraged to write an autobiography of his career as a drone operator ‘so
the world could share in our collective experience’ (McCurley and Maurer 2016:
p.346). In scholarship around drone warfare, written and spoken discourse has pro-
vided important contextualising data in a number of analyses, ranging from
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transcripts of drone operation (Gregory 2011; Chamayou 2015; Cockburn 2016;
Wilcox 2017), to operators’ written and oral testimony (Daggett 2015; Parks and
Kaplan 2017; Bentley 2018; Lee 2018) to the study of drone fictions in written
and multimodal contexts (Smethurst and Craps 2019; Adams 2021). Given that
language is central to the sharing and interpretation of experiences and perspec-
tives, the study of drone discourses should draw on and develop systematic linguis-
tic processes by which to examine the linguistic choices made by speakers and
writers under analysis. Voice (2022) details how linguistic analyses of the discursive
construction of point of view in drone operator autobiography can help shed light
on the ideological perspectives which underpin their narration, and this essay seeks
to continue the application of cognitive linguistic resources to discourses of drone
warfare.With a focus on cognitive approaches to metaphor (Fauconnier and Turner
2002) and grammatical structure (Langacker 2008), these approaches are presented
as part of a stylistic ‘tool-kit’ (Wales, 2014), with the aim that they may be incor-
porated into interdisciplinary critical projects interested in discursive represen-
tations of drone technology and its operation more broadly.
A cognitive approach to language and its relationship to social structures is

central to sociocognitive models of Critical Discourse Analysis, where discourse
and cognition represent two points of triangulation in relation to social structure.
As van Dijk (1993: p. 208) puts it:

it is theoretically essential to understand that there is no other way [besides
social cognition] to relate macrolevel notions such as group dominance and
inequality with microlevel notions as text, talk, meaning and understanding.

Given the scholarly interest in the phenomenology of drone warfare as mediated
and transformative of participants’ experiences of space, action, and persons (Cha-
mayou 2015; Daggett 2015; Wilcox 2017; McSorley et al. 2019), cognitive linguis-
tic approaches to language provide an opportunity to explore how authors
transform and convey their lived experiences through language, as well as the
ability to critically analyse the perspectives and beliefs which underpin them.
Indeed, research from the United States Airforce itself has noted how quotations
from interviews with drone operators can ‘provide an insight into the RPA
aircrew mentality’ (Campo 2015: p. 7). From a more critical perspective,
Rabbani (2022), notes the ‘alarming preponderance of metaphors and passive-
voice reporting’ in mainstream media articles concerning drone strikes, but does
not discuss examples or provide analyses of the structure or of these linguistic fea-
tures. With the further nuance afforded by fine-grained linguistic analysis, this
article seeks to provide resources which allow for closer critical examination of
the precise role of language in the ideological construal of events and experiences.
The analyses presented in this paper draw on and examine a range of drone dis-

courses. Three book length autobiographies comprise the longest andmost in-depth
narratives of US military drone pilot and sensors’ experiences: Predator (Martin
and Sasser 2010), Hunter Killer (McCurley and Maurer 2016) and Drone
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Warrior (Velicovich and Stewart 2018). In each case, the book has been
co-authored with a professional writer. Though it is not possible to distinguish
between language choices made by operators themselves and their co-authors,
each text is an authorised account of the operator’s experiences, and their language
can be treated as representative of their beliefs and perspectives. Following frame-
works for the application of cognitive linguistic methods to Critical Discourse
Analysis (Hart 2008; 2014), which take ideology to be ‘a systematic body of
ideas, organized from a particular point of view’ (Hodge and Kress 1993: p. 6),
this paper is concerned with the demonstration of how interdisciplinary scholarship
might utilise linguistic tools to further support critical analyses of such texts using
systematic resources to explain how evaluative perspectives can be constructed
through language.
Additional analysis is supplemented with further data such as oral interview data

(Campo 2015), alongside assessments of how previous scholarship has considered
the language of drone technology (Keene 2015; Wittmann 2017), as well as the
language used by drone strike victims in recounting their experiences (Abu Saif,
2015), in order to contextualise and contrast the linguistic choices and patterns
which comprise discourses of drone warfare more generally. In describing the
world via particular lexical and grammatical choices, speakers and authors offer
their conceptualisations to their readers as ways of making sense of the world.
These are not neutral descriptions, but selective language choices which
cognitively-oriented Critical Discourse Analysis can analyse, in order to explain
how the nature of drone warfare is revealed and concealed variously through
language.

2. Squashing bugs and playing games: the metaphors of drone
discourses

Cognitive linguistics centres around the notion of language as a process of concep-
tualisation: mental simulations are modelled after perceptual processes and embo-
died experiences (cf. Barsalou 2003; Lakoff and Johnson 1999; Croft and Cruse
2004; Evans 2019). Cognitive theories of language aim to reflect these conceptual-
isation processes in order to account for the way meaning is produced and organ-
ised in lexical and grammatical choices. Metaphor is a clear example of
conceptualisation in action, as it involves the mental mapping of comparisons
between two or more concepts. By way of demonstration, consider
the metaphors present in titles of the three commercially published autobiographies
by drone operators:

a) Predator: The remote control air war over Iraq and Afghanistan
b) Hunter killer: Inside the lethal world of drone warfare
c) Drone warrior: An elite soldier’s inside account of the hunt for America’s most

dangerous enemies
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In each case, an embodied and relatively easily understood source domain (here,
HUNTING) is mapped onto a target domain (DRONE WARFARE), which is the concept
being described by the metaphor (cf. Lakoff and Johnson 1980). In mapping the
target domain to the more readily understood structure of the source domain,
abstract or unfamiliar concepts are rendered more easily intelligible. Each of the
phrases above therefore exemplifies a different iteration of the same conceptual
metaphor: DRONE WARFARE IS HUNTING.
According to Semino (2021), ‘any metaphor can only ever convey a partial rep-

resentation of a particular phenomenon’ (52). Choosing to describe an individual,
group, or event in metaphorical terms necessarily foregrounds certain aspects of the
target through comparison to the source, while simultaneously backgrounding
those features which are not shared between the metaphor’s conceptual domains.
Identifying source domains has therefore often been the basis for Critical Discourse
Analyses of metaphor (cf. Charteris-Black 2004; Koller 2004; Goatly 2007;
Musolff 2012; Gibbs 2017). Indeed, where metaphor has previously been discussed
in the context of drone warfare (cf. Chamayou 2015; Vågnes 2017; Wilcox 2017;
Ramazani 2018; Chandler 2020), discussion has focused on the author or speaker’s
choice of source domain. However, not all conceptual metaphors are employed
identically. Following Hart (2008; 2014) there is also a need to explore the
process by which metaphorical meaning is produced on a case-by-case basis. For
instance, while the conceptual metaphor of DRONE WARFARE IS A VIDEO GAME is used
in a number of texts examined below, an analysis of its composition in individual
iterations reveals significant variation in its meaning and function. Conceptual
Blending Theory (Fauconnier and Turner 2002) is therefore employed below to
show how such nuances can reveal ideological difference and cross-purpose com-
munication in the representation and critical study of drone warfare.
The diagram in Figure 1 (adapted from Fauconnier and Turner 2002: p. 46)

demonstrates the core principles of conceptual blending. Four mental spaces are
represented by circles: two input spaces, a generic space, and a blended space.
The input spaces are the left and rightmost circles within the diagram, and represent
the mental spaces in the ideas, objects, or events being compared in the process of
producing the metaphor are conceptualised. The solid lines which connect these
input spaces are ‘vital relations’, or connections between conceptual elements
shared within each input space. The uppermost circle represents the generic
space, in which common elements of both inputs are contained ‘at any moment
in the construction of the network’ (Fauconnier and Turner 2002: p. 47). The
final circle represents the blended space into which structure from the input
spaces is projected in order to produce a conceptual blend.
When elements of the input spaces, alongside the structures from the generic

space, are projected into the blended space to produce an emergent structure, rep-
resented by the box within the blended space in Figure 1. This is the unique product
of blending, and is ‘meaningful precisely in its newness. It is both more than the sum
of its inputs and different from them’ (Schneider 2012: p. 6). As a ‘site for central
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cognitive work’ (Fauconnier and Turner 1996: p. 115), blending is not exclusive to
metaphor, but rather a theory in which metaphor is accounted for as a kind of cog-
nitive operation central to our way of engaging with and understanding the world
more generally. Most importantly, it allows not just for the reader to use their
understanding of the world to make sense of discourse, but for blends offered by
the discourse to serve as ‘a local guide for thinking, feeling and acting’ (Hart
2014: p. 142) for readers and listeners to make sense of the propositions within
the discourse. For drone discourses, this allows for a consideration of both how
authors make sense of drone operation and warfare on a phenomenological level,
and how their choices of metaphor function ideologically to guide the reader’s
understanding of drone technology and operation.
For example, Figure 2 diagrams the hunting metaphor from the subtitle of Veli-

covich and Stewart’s (2018) autobiographyDrone warrior: An elite soldier’s inside
account of the hunt for America’s most dangerous enemies. Elements shared by
both inputs (the concepts of hunting and drone warfare) are represented in the
generic space, with the final blend producing an emergent structure in which
these aspects of both inputs are compared.
Beyond simply noting the conceptual connection made here between drone oper-

ation and hunting, blending diagrams such as this allow for a nuanced analysis of
the ways in which these categories have been compared in the metaphor’s construc-
tion. The act of hunting entails the presence of a hunter, a role which is here blended
either with the operator or the drone itself. Even Velicovich, who serves as a sensor
operator rather than a pilot, is able to use this blend to evoke comparisons between
himself and the implicit hunter figure to take a more conventionally active role.
Enemy combatants, meanwhile, occupy the same conceptual role as animal prey,
foregrounding the ‘radical power disparity’ (Calhoun 2015: p. 168) between
drones and their targets.

figure 1 The basic conceptual blending network.
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As Hart (2008: p. 97) notes, selective projection of input space elements for
blending ‘is a pragmatic phenomenon… ideologically, speakers may choose to
recruit particular structure in order to promote a certain perceived reality’.
Beyond the initial selection of a source domain for comparison, the foregrounding
of specific conceptual elements within a blend gives authors a means of framing
their narration within a particular ideological perspective. In the opening lines of
Predator, for example, Martin and Sasser (2010: p. 1) describe ‘perfect conditions
for cockroaches and other vermin to venture out of the gutters’. Distinct from the
hunting metaphor embedded in the book’s title, these first lines of Predator estab-
lish a blend in which humans positioned spatially beneath the drone are compared
to insects. Elsewhere in the book, explicit comparisons are made between enemy
combatants and other forms of vermin, as ‘insurgents were like having a house
infested with rats; the more of them you killed, it seemed, the more they bred’
(252). Like the conceptual blend of enemy combatants and prey, the emergent struc-
ture of a comparison between insurgents and vermin entails other relational
elements: if enemy combatants are vermin, then their presence is invasive, and
their extermination is justified. Metaphorical expressions such as these, which
devalue the lives of others and justify or marginalise violence in doing so, are
well documented. Scarry (1985) includes such metaphors in her typology of linguis-
tic strategies through which ‘injuring can be relegated to a still visible but marginal
position’ (72). What a Blending Theory-driven analysis contributes to this process,
then, is the ability to describe and critique not just the source domain of the meta-
phor (e.g. hunting), but the more precise conceptual elements which differ or
remain consistent across each use.

figure 2 Blending network for ‘the hunt for America’s most dangerous enemies’.
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Although Byrnes (2018) has criticised Predator as being a ‘laughably unrealistic’
(98) portrayal of drone warfare, the linguistic patterns it makes use of are prevalent
across the language of military drones, from operators’ speech and writing to tech-
nical vocabulary. ‘Bugsplat’, for instance, was initially employed as ‘official termi-
nology used by US authorities to refer to the individuals killed by a drone’ (Keene
2015: p. 22), and is also the name of US Department of Defense software used to
model explosive damage (Wittmann 2017: p. 40). Similar comparisons have been
noted in interviews with other drone operators. Pilkington (2015) draws on such
a quotation as the headline for his article: ‘Ever step on ants and never give it
another thought?’, while an RAF Reaper operator similarly claimed that ‘I was
told […] that when I dropped a bomb on someone, I should think about it as if I
were stepping on ants’ (Rayment 2020). Evidently, the conceptual metaphor
ENEMY COMBATANTS ARE INSECTS pervades military thought, and its conceptually con-
sistent integration into training, advice, and technical terminology reveals an atti-
tude towards real and hypothetical individuals targeted by drone strikes
grounded in an interconnected perception of moral, social, and technological
superiority.
While conceptual metaphors such as DRONE WARFARE IS HUNTING and ENEMY COM-

BATANTS ARE INSECTS appear to be blended using consistent inputs across speakers
and discourses, this is not the case for every metaphor of drone warfare. Through-
out drones discourses, blends comparing drone warfare and video gaming are reg-
ularly evoked. This comparison is notably made by a drone operator quoted in
Singer (2009): ‘It’s like a video game. It can get a little bloodthirsty, but it’s
fucking cool’ (308-9), and has often been discussed as evidence of a ‘“PlayStation”
mentality’ (Cole et al. 2010; Keene 2015: p. 22). Abu Saif (2015), writing from the
ground in Gaza during drone and other military operations, imagines that ‘it must
be quite entertaining for those soldiers, sitting at their computer screens; it must feel
like the best video game ever’ (31), and that the people of Gaza are seen as ‘charac-
ters in a video game’ (66). Additionally, Campo (2015) reports direct quotations
from interviews with active Predator drone operators, reproduced below, in
which the conceptual blend of drone operation and video gaming is evoked
negatively:

‘If I was playing a video game I could hit reset’

‘It’s stressful, serious, and complicated’

‘Nobody gets hurt in video games’

Importantly, the evocation of a negative still requires its conceptualisation (cf.
Nahajec 2021). Though each sentence above produces a blend of the same input
spaces (‘VIDEO GAMES’ and ‘DRONE WARFARE’), the variation in their focus demon-
strates how different users select distinct elements of each input space in the blend-
ing process associated with this metaphor. For the operator quoted by Singer, as
well as critics of drone warfare, emphasis is consistently placed on the connection
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between drone operation and the entertainment value of video games. While one
negative blend recorded in Campo (2015) rejects this comparison directly, it is
notable that each speaker evokes distinct conceptual elements in the blending
process to foreground dissimilarities between drone warfare and video gaming.
Similar input spaces are evoked inDroneWarrior (Velicovich and Stewart 2018),

although with different elements again occupying the generic space: ‘Like a video
game, he worked the drone with a remote control. It reminded me of an old-school,
handheld Sega Genesis with the video screen in the middle and two joysticks on
either side’ (27). Here, the video game input is evoked not to describe the processes
of targeting and killing, but rather the embodied phenomenon of handling the con-
trols of a light drone craft. Notably, where Velicovich has elsewhere been asked
whether his work was ‘just a video game’, he has stated that it was ‘much more
than that’ (Simon 2017), suggesting an awareness of the negative connotations of
the metaphor as used by others. The blend created in Drone Warrior, however,
draws only on embodied, physical experience as the vital relation between the
drone and video game input spaces, without including broader phenomenological
or emotional values. For Velicovich, comparisons between drone warfare and
video game technology simply provide a practical shorthand for explaining unfami-
liar equipment in recognisable terms, and backgrounding the possible connotations
of triviality against a more mundane foreground of physical similarity reconstrues
the similarities between drone and gaming technology by sidestepping the ethical
focus of the metaphor as used elsewhere.
So while the same conceptual metaphor of DRONE WARFARE IS A VIDEO GAME is

evoked across all of the texts above, an analysis of the blending processes involved
in each reveals how different speakers and authors select distinct elements for pro-
jection within the same input spaces. By introducing Blending Theory into the
analysis of metaphors of drone warfare, the discussion above has shown how the
ability to identify constituent elements within conceptual metaphor affords
greater nuance for critical study. As a result, the study of variation in the different
realisations of a conceptual metaphor can accommodate a plurality of perspectives
regarding the nature, experience, and ethical stakes of drone warfare. Where these
blends are inconsistent across discourses, further observation of the patterns and
differences in future uses of these blends may show if speakers eventually converge
around a generally accepted blend of these inputs.

3. Cognitive Grammar: kill chains and action chains

Just as metaphor can be analysed as a system for making sense of ideas and experi-
ences, so too can the grammatical structure of language. Like Blending Theory,
Cognitive Grammar (Langacker 2008) takes language to be part of a broader
system of embodied cognitive processes, and aims to represent this system in its
account of grammatical structures. Indeed, Croft and Cruse (2004: p. 40) note
that ‘all aspects of the grammatical expression of a situation involve
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conceptualisation in one way or another…Whenever we utter a sentence, we
unconsciously structure every aspect of the experience we intend to convey’. The
analysis in this section begins with extracts from different drone operators’ writ-
ings, showing how similar grammatical structures reveal how they construe them-
selves agentively, before turning to the language of a victim of Israeli drone strikes
(Abu Saif 2015) in order to understand how grammatical analysis might reveal the
linguistic patterns which inform the resistance of dominant narratives of drone
warfare.
While Langacker’s development of Cognitive Grammar focuses primarily on

language at a clausal level, other researchers have adopted the framework for
study of discourse: initially literary (Harrison et al. 2014; Harrison 2017; Stockwell
2020), but more recently with active consideration of its applications to non-
literary discourses (Hart 2019; Giovanelli et al. 2021). Within this work, particular
interest has been given to Cognitive Grammar’s approach to grammatical construal,
which describes how different grammatical arrangements affect the conceptualis-
ation of objects and events in four different dimensions: focus, specificity, promi-
nence, and perspective. To illustrate how these aspects of construal function
together, Langacker presents the ‘canonical event model’ (2008: p. 357): a prototy-
pical example of the conventional structure of simple, transitive, active clauses (e.g.
‘I kicked the ball’, or ‘I killed the enemy soldier’). As Figure 3 shows, a volitional
agent typically exerts force, which impacts upon a patient. This transfer of force
is viewed externally in the third person, marked by the ‘V’ to represent the
viewer’s perspective.
Manipulation of this description into different forms shows how grammatical

choices influence the reader’s perspective on the actions and events being described.
For instance, passivised clauses (e.g. ‘the target was hit’) render absent the agent of
the action, and the source of the transfer of force, while alternative descriptions
might profile the same event with different aspects configured within the immediate
scope of attention. ‘I fired a missile’, for instance, has the same grammatical event
structure as ‘I killed the soldier’, but its specificity foregrounds only part of the
scope entailed by the latter construal. In other words, these reconstruals demon-
strate that grammatical choices actively influence readers’ perspectives. Different
construals of drone operators’ actions and behaviours place conceptual emphasis
on different points in the process of drone operation, and the analysis of which
aspects are foregrounded or backgrounded reveals how the authors understand,
or wish others to understand, their roles and responsibilities.
Central to the organisation of drone warfare is the notion of the ‘kill chain’

(Currier 2015; Cockburn 2016). The decision to launch an attack from a drone
is not made by a single individual, but rather a complex network of actors involved
in the ‘chain’ of command and authority. When drone operators engage in strike
action, then, they do so as the result of being authorised to act by their commanders.
With the individual who fires acting on a series of orders and intelligence analysis,
responsibility for the act of violence is diffused and nebulous. In such
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circumstances, Protevi (2013: p. 130) describes how ‘the practical agent of the act
of killing is not the individual person or subject, but the emergent assemblage of
military unit and non-subjective reflex’.
Close grammatical analysis shows how drone operators might choose to construe

themselves within this emergent assemblage. Martin and Sasser, for instance,
describe the moments before an attack as follows:

Rules of engagement permitted an air strike during a hostile troops-in-contact.
I spun up a Papa missile as I circled wide to avoid other air traffic while I
dropped altitude to 6,500 feet. In the meantime, the ground battle captain
authorized me to kill the sniper position (2010: p. 305).

While the canonical event model discussed above exemplifies the construal of a
single event, it is possible for events to be causally connected to one another, in
what Langacker refers to as an ‘action chain’: ‘a series of forceful interactions,
each involving the transmission of energy from one participant to the next. In prin-
ciple, an action chain can be of any length.’ (2008: p. 355-6). Langacker visualises
an extended action chain as a series of billiard balls where spatial movement causes
a transfer of force, beginning with one agent and passing the force through several
other participants in the action chain, leading to a final transfer of force which
alters the state of a patient. In this extract, the first potential actor is not Martin

figure 3 The canonical event model.
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himself, but the permission granted to him by the rules of engagement. Martin is
instead construed as an agent who transfers force in a localised scope (‘spun up a
Papa missile’; ‘circled wide’; ‘dropped’). However, with the act of killing – itself pro-
filed as a transfer of force towards location of the ‘sniper position’ rather than the
sniper as an individual, the initial agent is the authorising captain.
While this example demonstrates how responsibility for authorising an act of vio-

lence can be displaced, an earlier passage in which Martin observes another pilot
conducting a strike in which civilians are killed leads to the following reflection:
‘The responsibility for the shot could be spread among a number of people in the
chain – pilot, sensor, JTAC, ground commander. That meant no single one of us
could be held to blame’ (212). Rather than profiling a single individual or
process within the kill chain, this construal profiles the chain as a whole within
the immediate scope of the reader’s attention. Given that Martin contributed to
the further development of the USAF kill chain protocol (2010: p. 222), it is
perhaps not surprising that Predator draws attention to this process.
While the profiling of the kill chain as a whole may reflect the practical structure

of drone operations, the inability to attribute responsibility to individuals within
the process may feel unsatisfactory both to readers and authors. For instance, con-
sider the following interview quotation from Jay, a Reaper pilot (in Lee 2018: p. 1):
‘I dropped my son at school in the morning, continued on to work and, within a
couple of hours, killed two men’. Not only does such a construal simplify the
strike process, but the author is positioned conceptually as the initial actor at the
head of the action chain, profiling himself as the single intentional actor in the
process of the lethal drone strike. In such contexts, Protevi (2013) has argued
that soldiers may be ‘irresponsible in taking responsibility, in taking upon them-
selves moral agency, when practical agency lies elsewhere’ (135).
Other authors adopt yet different strategies for the construal of violent events. In

Hunter Killer, McCurley andMaurer (2016) describe how ‘I pulled the trigger. Twin
white-hot flashes erupted into the HUD as the missiles left the rails and raced
toward the target’ (131). Here, the operator is again positioned at the head of
the action chain. However, it is notable that the chain itself ends before the
missile reaches its target. While Hunter Killer goes on to describe the impact of
the strike, this follows an extended description of the actions and reactions of
others in the scene, drawing the reader’s attention away from its connection to
this initial action chain. This construal retains a sense of agency for McCurley,
while its specificity allows the description to break away before the chain of
events described becomes lethal. Drone operators’ descriptions of their roles
within acts of violence are therefore highly variable, and Cognitive Grammar’s
approach to grammatical construal allows for analyses which can make fine-
grained distinctions between the ways the position themselves agentively.
Chouliaraki (2014) argues that contemporary discourse produced by soldiers

about their role in military action makes a meta-ironic shift away from the moder-
nist futility of the First and Second World Wars. Instead, their function is described
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less in terms of the violence it produces, but instead in terms of the longer-term
humanitarian goals they intend to produce. Similar observations can be made
about the way drone operators construe their actions. Hunter Killer, for instance,
describes McCurley’s disappointment at the possibility of operating a UAV
without engaging directly in combat:

I’d signed up to make an impact on the war effort. I wanted to do something
productive to keep Americans safe. Just watching a blacked-out hut in the
middle of the night didn’t exactly fit that bill. Shooting was why I wanted to
be a fighter pilot in the first place. It wasn’t like I wanted to kill people. But
it felt like we were being productive if we destroyed something. (McCurley
and Maurer 2016: p. 53)

In terms of the construal of McCurley’s actions across this extract, low specificity
(‘do something’; ‘make an impact’; ‘destroy something’) makes it unclear exactly
what kind of action McCurley wants to perform. Indeed, where the more specific
action of ‘shooting’ is introduced, construals in which this is interpreted as an act
of violence as negated, as it is explained that McCurley does not want to kill.
Within this broad focus, only certain aspects of the action process are prominently
profiled. Specifically, attention is drawn to positive consequences (‘make an
impact’; ‘keep Americans safe’), rather than the specifics of the action which
brings them about. As a result, violent actions and their immediate consequences
are backgrounded.
The immediate scope of the event construal in this extract is therefore broad, and

refers to the consequences of war as a longer-term process of maintaining national
security. Violence is construed in terms of protection, and the grammatical structure
of the clause means that McCurley’s actions are construed in relation to the Amer-
icans he keeps safe, rather than those killed or harmed in the process of drone oper-
ation. Where these initial processes are further defined, it is interesting that the
scope is extremely narrow. The absence of prepositions and the vaguely defined
grammatical object ‘something’ foreground the acts of shooting and destroying,
while any sense of what is being shot or destroyed is backgrounded.
Overall, McCurley and Maurer’s construal here foregrounds two aspects of vio-

lence relating to drone warfare: the initial act (shooting or destroying something),
and the long-term social benefits. In cognitive linguistic terms, these clauses are each
separate ‘windows of attention’ (Talmy 2000). Described as ‘a way of focusing
attention on a particular subpart of a path of motion’ (Evans and Green 2006:
p. 198), the windowing of attention in this sentence foregrounds the initial and
final stages of the event process under description. The events which might occur
between these initial and final windows, then, are ‘gapped’, a process whereby
‘rather than a sentence delineating the entirety of a concept (A > B>C), the medial
portion is instead omitted (A > C)’ (Harrison 2014: p. 56). Here, the medial
portion of the actions construed by McCurley and Maurer are the immediate pro-
cesses involved in military drone operation. What McCurley does is less important
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to the discourse than what his actions achieve, and these achievements themselves
are framed in terms of long-term social goals at some level of disconnect from the
immediacy of war.
This style of rhetoric is not exclusive to Hunter Killer. The authors of Predator

employ comparable gaps in their discursive construals when reflecting on the con-
sequences of drone violence, remarking that:

Flying the Predator, firing precision-guided Hellfires that slammed exactly
on-target almost every time, contained moral meaning that might not be appar-
ent at first. It saved our soldiers’ lives and, compared to the carpet-bombing of
WorldWar II that wiped out entire cities, demonstrated our value of human life
and our efforts to do whatever possible to avoid taking it. If we who operated
battle machines did our jobs properly, wars would be shortened and fractured
societies rebuilt more quickly and securely. (Martin and Sasser 2010: p. 219,
my emphases)

The framing of the consequences of Martin’s actions shifts in this passage away
from prototypical expectations of the outcomes of performing an act of violence.
Instead,Martin and Sasser reframe the immediate scope – the ‘onstage region’ (Lan-
gacker 2008: p. 63) to which the reader attends – to specific aspects of the action
chain. This passage is represented in Figure 4, which also shows how the initial
agent of the act of ‘firing’ is left absent from this construal, and moreover that
each subsequent participant is construed as a thematic, non-agentive causer of
the subsequent action. Agency and violence are both backgrounded, with promi-
nence instead afforded to abstract and long-term goals.
Within Scarry’s typology of descriptions of violence, the passage above constitu-

tes an act of redescription through omission (1985: p. 72-4), as the construal makes
prominent the long-term social and political benefits of action, as opposed to the act
of killing itself. In this instance, the gapped medial component of the events

figure 4 Scopes of action in describing a hellfire missile attack.
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described (represented by dashed lines in the diagram) are the consequences of
missile strikes beyond the tightly-framed scope of their pre-explosive (‘slammed’)
and controlled (‘exactly on’) impact with their ‘target’, a construal which itself pro-
files the advantageous military aspect of the drone’s strike.
Additionally, the nominalisation of ‘firing’ renders the initial agent of the action

chain absent altogether, and transforms the passage from a description of a specific
act to an abstract construal of the principle of missile fire. In this sense, drone strikes
are presented as utilitarian, with a rhetorical emphasis on the positive effects for a
greater number of individuals than are harmed directly by the individual strikes.
The extended coordinate clauses present a number of ways in which the negative
impact of killing is outweighed by long-term, abstract benefits. This effect is com-
plemented by the favourable comparison to carpet-bombing techniques, with
Martin and Sasser establishing a binary choice between the two methods of
attack as viable courses of action. While it is understandable that individual soldiers
would want to find ways to construe their actions positively, to do so whilst erasing
the act of killing itself does little to assuage the public perception of drone pilots as
emotionally distant from the conflicts in which they engage (Royakkers and van Est
2010; Strawser 2013; Daggett 2015).
While the analysis of metaphor suggested some emerging commonalities across

the texts considered in this paper, a comparison of their grammatical structures
when describing similar events to one another reveals a diverse range of strategies
for representing drone operators’ experiences discursively. Embedded within the
emergent assemblage of the kill chain, drone operators’ narratives necessarily
contend with the ethical issues of personal responsibility through their grammatical
choices, and the aspects of the chain they choose to foreground. As an analytical
tool, Cognitive Grammar is therefore ideally situated to express the interconnection
between language, the perception and expression of causality and agency, and sub-
sequent social assessments of responsibility.
These same tools can also be used to explore the contrasting experience rep-

resented in The Drone Eats with Me (Abu Saif 2015). A diary of life in Gaza
during the 2014 Israeli offensive, Abu Saif’s writing provides a dramatic account
of how drone strikes were experienced by victims on the ground. Recording one
such attack, writes that:

‘Tonight the drone knocked at our door. It’s 1am and suddenly there’s a colos-
sal explosion, extremely close. Closer than the cupboard. Closer than the clock
on the wall. I jump out of bed, and start searching around to see if it was inside
the house. Hanna wakes up and points to the window. It’s dark outside. The
full moon doesn’t help’ (171)

As with drone operators’ narratives, Cognitive Grammar’s notions of event struc-
ture and scope help identify and describe important stylistic elements of Abu
Saif’s construal of events. While the initial sentence provides a euphemistic
summary of the narrative in which the drone acts upon the author’s house, the
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ensuing narrative is more fragmented in its description. The explosion itself is con-
strued existentially as an object rather than a process, breaking any sense of a clear
chain of action between the drone’s ‘knocking’ and the subsequent explosion, with
the author and Hanna also taking agentive roles. At the same time, the repetition of
the deictic ‘closer than… ’ narrows the scope of attention, leaving the reader disor-
iented, with no clear sense of causality and context, helping to convey Abu Saif’s
own experience.
The result of such a representation is comparable to the mystification of actors

and violence noted in Hart (2021), but the immediate scope of construal in The
Drone Eats with Me is not always limited to the immediate present. Kanwal
(2020) has noted that Abu Saif’s diary challenges the erasure of human agency in
drone surveillance and violence, and ‘juxtaposes Palestinian subjectivities held
under the sign of erasure vis-à-vis the omni-technical objects of warfare’ (245).
One way in which he achieves this is through the extension of the immediate
scope of reference when describing drone activity. For example, he asks:

‘What if the operator of a drone hovering over my building is annoyed by the
steam coming from the coffee maker, steaming up the window, and therefore
his view into my house on his computer screen somewhere in Israel?’ (214)

Just as the authors ofHunter Killer and Predator foregrounding higher order values
to persuade the reader of the moral value of their work, Abu Saif broadens the
immediate scope here to foreground the human involvement in technologically
mediated acts of surveillance and violence, resisting the view of ‘a drone’ in iso-
lation from its operator(s). Though physically distant from the battlefield, Abu
Saif’s use of scope constantly reminds the reader of the operator’s active presence
and engagement in conflict, and the power they wield over those they surveil
through the drone’s presence alone.
This same process is taken further when, reflecting at the end of his diary, he

writes that:

‘Now I can eat alone with no drone watching over me. No longer will I have
the pilot of an F16, or the captain of a warship out at sea, or soldiers
huddled in a tank two miles away, or the drone operator sitting at a desk in
Israel, or Netenyahu, eating with me.’ (234)

This series of prepositional phrases serves to extend the immediate scope of atten-
tion far beyond the initial scene of the author eating alone. Instead, the foreground-
ing of the additional previous participants parallels the notion of ‘intimate distance’
(Wilcox 2017), with the full range of human actors in the political and technologi-
cal assemblage of warfare borne actively in mind. From this perspective, the dis-
tance of the drone operator is not a distinguishing quality, with pilots and naval
captains each construed alongside an explicit reference to their physical distance
from Abu Saif’s location. Carvin (2015) has critiqued the focus of drones scholar-
ship on the novelty of the technology without considering the technological
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precedent for distance between aggressor and victim in wartime violence, and Abu
Saif’s language here reiterates the similarity between all these forms of political and
military force in their consistent oppression of their victims. Through linguistic con-
strual and the control of conceptual scope, Abu Saif is able to contest and reframe
not just the absence of the drone operator from the site of conflict, but also the way
in which the perspective of the aggressor is centred in scholarship for its perceived
novelty, when for the victim drone warfare’s similarities with more conventional
modes of conflict may constitute its most urgently impactful qualities.

4. Conclusions

Language choices provide a window into both the phenomenological and ideologi-
cal perspectives which permeate military drone cultures, and this paper has shown
how cognitively linguistic methods of describing language can function as powerful
tools for the analysis of linguistic data in drones scholarship. There are distinct
trends in the ways key concepts are represented both across drone operator auto-
biographies and in other forms of drone discourse. The Blending Theory-based
analysis above has shown how the analysis of ideology in metaphorical language
can go beyond the identification of source domains (e.g. HUNTING, INSECTS, or
VIDEO GAMES), and analyse the ideological differences which distinguish different
iterations of the same conceptual metaphor across discourses. Meanwhile, the
application of Cognitive Grammar to drone operator and strike victims’ narratives
of warfare has shown how different perspectives are conceptualised through the lin-
guistic construal of scope and causality.
Linguistic construal relies on the construction of a particular vantage point from

which objects and events are viewed, and future research on the language of drone
warfare would benefit from the consideration and comparison of further perspec-
tives on the nature of drone warfare. Understanding how drone technology is con-
strued from the external perspective of newspaper reports, for instance, could
throw into relief the conceptual contrast between drone operators and their
victims’ understanding of their actions, and how the same events are perceived
by others. The discursive application of cognitive linguistics is rooted in literary
analysis (Giovanelli and Harrison 2018; Stockwell 2020), and it would be interest-
ing to compare the linguistic patterning of fictional and non-fictional represen-
tations of drone warfare to understand how military and public construals of the
technology and cultures compare. Smethurst and Craps (2019) and Adams
(2021) both provide recent lists of drone fictions across a range of written and mul-
timodal media.
By introducing Blending Theory and Cognitive Grammar as resources within a

toolkit for discursive analysis, this paper encourages further development of the
critical cognitive linguistic analysis of drone discourses beyond the necessarily
limited selection of text explored above. Daulatzai and Ghumkor (2021), for
example, have rightly identified the privileging the experience of Western drone
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operators as an ethical issue within contemporary drones scholarship, and the
analysis of extracts from The Drone Eats with Me above has demonstrated how
one victim of drone warfare has used language to conceptualise his experiences
and resist the ideological erasure of the human agent in technologically mediated
conflict. The continued linguistic analyses of a range of texts and voices – from
operators and military training to victims and critics of drone warfare –

will therefore be essential to producing a rounded critical understanding of the
breadth of drone discourses. Cognitive linguistics offers interdisciplinary scholars
a range of resources to engage with these discourses, in order to critically interro-
gate the linguistic nuances of emerging and continuing trends in the way the
language of drone warfare is produced, understood, and resisted.
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